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According to the analysis of the results of complex studies of mineral raw materials and man-handle 

products containing ultra-dispersed gold, silver, and platinum before and after laser treatment, a qualita-

tive physical model which explains the origin of thermal processes occurring under the action of laser radi-

ation is proposed. It is noted that laser treatment of those materials generates processes of defragmenta-

tion, thermocapillary extraction, and agglomeration of micro-and nanoinclusions of these metals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In extraction of valuable components especially of 

noble metals and platinoides (NMaPs) specific volume of 

power consumption on disintegration of the initial raw 

materials amounts to 70 % [1-3]. Moreover, the extrac-

tion of no nuggets inclusion is complicated by their both 

morphological and chemical structural features. Search 

for engineering solutions enhancing the efficiency of en-

richment of NMaPs has widened to application of micro-

wave frequency-, electro-pulse, magneto-pulse, electro-

chemical processing, electrodynamical and shock-wave 

impact, including their joint use on the initial mineral 

raw materials [4, 5]. In this connection, as shown earlier 

[6], laser processing concurrently secures defragmenta-

tion of hard native gold aggregates, thermocapillary ex-

traction of ultra- and nanodispersive inclusionsin 

NMaPs and their agglomeration in a melted state up to 

the formation of seen microstructures the size down to 

several hundredths of micrometers after which their 

further extraction may be implemented in a gravitation-

al  way.Data in existence on laser processing of such 

materials can really be of practical value. This paper 

analyses the physical process initiated by laser radiation 

(LR), namely, defragmentation, thermocapillary extrac-

tion, and agglomeration. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND  

DISCUSSION 
 

In analyzing data from the processing of these mate-

rials it was taken into consideration that the critical role 

when LR impacts heterogeneous and heterophase media 

(HPM) (the materials belong to these media) is played by 

thermal processes due to optical absorption according to 

Bouguer-Lambert-Beer’s law: I(z)  I0(1 – R)exp(– z). In 

all these experiments the LR intensity did not surpass 

the limit of the linear area, i.e. I0  Icr., was fulfilled, 

where Icr is the value of the LR intensity starting from 

which the nonlinear effects appear. Despite this, in this 

region as well the absorption coefficient applied to the 

system under investigation is of a complex nature. In 

this case, as shown in many papers, analysis can be exe-

cuted by numerical methods only [7], and for simple as-

sessed calculations as the absorption coefficient its aver-

aged magnitude   (1 + 2 + … +n)/n can be taken. 

Here 1, 2, …, n are reference data. 

It is obvious that in more general analysis one must 

take into account dispersion dependence:   (
1 +  

+ 
2 + … +

n)/n. Here 
1,  


2 ,… , 

n are complex ab-

sorption coefficients of each component that make up 

natural and technogenic structures. In this case every 

component of the absorption coefficient- has real (
i)  

and imaginary (
i) components: 

i  
i + i

i (i  (– 1)1/2 

is imaginary unit). For further consideration one should 

take into account the fact that the LR monochromaticity 

simplifies the situation considerably. In doing so, the 

cross over to the analysis relative to the averaged magni-

tude –  becomes well- grounded. 

So, in analyzing the processes one can determine the 

energy whose value is responsible for the primary effects 

such as heating, defragmentation, melting, evaporation, 

combustion, thermal oxidation, ionization, and plasma 

formation with consecutive crystallization and transition 

into condensed state. The magnitude of this energy also 

governs secondary effects such as optical breakdown, 

deformation, and radiation absorption by plasma. 

Of note is the fact that normalized in mass contri-

bution of every physical parameter such as the absorp-

tion coefficient  and also all other physic-chemical 

ones is proposed to be considered. Such parameters, for 

instance, are specific heat - c, melting heat – , evapo-

ration heat – L, coefficients of thermal diffusivity – χ 

and heat transfer – η, and other characteristics of pro-

cesses that occur in laser processing. To determine the 

contribution of every mineral that constitutes the given 

compound under investigation the use of, for instance, 

data of X-ray phase analysis and reference data were 

allowed. For inhomogeneous in composition and struc-

ture powder materials the magnitude of  is low and 

varies within 10 – 6 – 10 – 7 m2/s, which corroborates the 

equilibration of processes that take place. For compari-

son, its value in metal materials is several magnitudes 

greater (Cu  1.12 × 10 – 4, Ag  1.65 × 10 – 4 m2/s) and is 

sharply reduced for oxides of these metals. Thus, under 
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our circumstances, only equilibrium heat processes 

should occur. The diagram that graphically shows 

thermal processes in LR processing with the intensity –

 I0 is given in Fig. 1, where also shown is a powder ma-

terial formed as a regular cylinder. In terms of this, 

let’s write the end heat balance equation in averaged 

physical parameters с, , L and : 
 

QLR.  сmT + mmel. + Lmev. + d(Tmel. – Tmin.mel.), (1) 
 

where m is the total mass of HPM, mmel. and mev. are 

masses of evaporated and melted HPM, respectively, d 

is the focus spot diameter, Tmel.  (T1mel. + T2mel. + … 

+ Tnmel. ) / n is the averaged melt temperature, and 

Tmin.mel. – minTmel. is the minimum melt temperature 

characteristic of HPM. 

In the right-hand side of equation (1) one must take 

into consideration the effect of thermochemical reac-

tions, namely the portion of chemically-reacted sub-

stance in HPM that follows the Arrhenius low 

N / t  Kf(N)exp(– Ea / kT). Here N is the concentra-

tion of chemically-reacted substance; K is the coeffi-

cient that determines the reaction rate and incorpo-

rates collision frequency of reacting particles; f(N) is 

the function corresponding to the reaction mechanism; 

Ea is the activation energy; k is the Boltzmann con-

stant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Redistribution of the incident laser beam energy 
 

The relation between the incident radiation energy 

E and the activation energy satisfies the condition  

Еа – Е  0. In doing so, this condition is fulfilled virtual-

ly for all compounds. The magnitude f(N)  1 will corre-

spond to the maximum reaction yield of interaction 

between LR and HPM, which secures the maximum 

yield of the desired reagent N  N(Тмах). Such result 

can be achieved at Т  Тmax  Тпл. From this one can 

evaluate the upper limit of the reaction time – tр  

obtained from the Arrhenius law: tр  N(Тмах)  

 exp(– Ea / kT) / K. For instance, the predicted time of 

the reduction reaction for common natural mineral 

compounds SiO2 or CaSiO3 [8] will be equal to tp  1200 

and 5000 s, respectfully. The consideration of this con-

tribution would be significantly complicated (1), which 

is seen from equation [9], which can be written in the 

following way: (T)/t + T/(cV)(p/T)v  (QV + N 

qch.react.) / cV. Here p is pressure and T is the medium 

temperature, on which the density   (р, Т) 

depends., p,T are variations of p, T due to the me-

dium heating by LR and the heat released during 

chemical reaction. cV is the specific heat at constant 

volume; QV is the heat released at radiation absorption 

in volume unit; qch.react. is the amount of heat released 

by the mass unit in chemical reactions; v is the speed of 

thermal front motion, which coincides with the particle  

velocities in melt. The solution to this equation is hard-

ly possible. The assessment of the low limit for the time 

of HPM processing by laser radiation turns out to be 

less than a minute, making it practically meaningful.  

The spot of the defocused LR has a diameter d  4 –

 6 mm and its velocity is v. It is supposed that for the 

system under investigation (multiphase powder) the 

distance of heat transfer is comparable with the diame-

ter. The heat transfer takes place over the distance not 

greater than three spot’s diameters. It should be noted 

that this presumption is well-grounded because the 

heat transfer coefficient η for such complex systems is 

critically low. For instance, if for gold its value is 

320 W/(m  K), then oxide shapes of other components 

is characterized by the magnitude of several units. 

A consideration of the size of heat transfer area that 

coincides with the direction of LR travel makes it possi-

ble to find the time in which the heat transfer is critical 

t  3d / v  10 – 20 s. In this case at the stationary mode 

of laser processing it is possible to cross to the heat 

transfer equation in the integral form useful for calcula-

tions Qheat tr.  d(Tmel. – Tmin.mel.). Such a choice of the 

low limit for the heat transfer temperature stems from 

the fact that the melted mass of one of the components 

begins to crystallize as it cools, which is accompanied by 

the release of Qcr. In this case, the heat transfer sign is 

changed and Qmel. will be released inversely. 

With consideration for the above comments concern-

ing the equality in module of heats needed for melting 

and released in crystallization they should have been 

cancelled. However, firstly, we are predominantly in-

terested in melting; secondly, it should be kept in mind 

that the LR source moves. Therefore, the heat release 

as a result of crystallization takes place behind the 

melt front and it is unlikely to play role in every suc-

ceeding point of processing. Moreover, the amount of 

heat released is relatively small Qcr.  – m. The esti-

mation reveals that the mass of crystallizing substance 

determined in approximation of melt hemisphere with 

radius R  d / 2:  m  2/3(R3) and magnitude  taken 

with consideration of averaged provides the value of 

energy crystallization much less than Qcr.  QLR, mak-

ing it possible to consider only the energy of the LR 

source in the right-hand side of (1). 

As noted above, the processing mode secures the min-

imum evaporation, therefore mev.  m, making it possi-

ble to ignore this contribution to the right-hand side of 

heat balance equation. The energy loss of the incident 

LR must include alsoQpl.fl..,the energy absorbed by the 

plasma flame, Qr.  the energy reflected from the surface, 

Qg.ej. the energy carried away by the gas ejection. 

Let’s discuss their role. The intensity of applied LR 

was significantly lower than threshold values starting 

from which the electron avalanche and multiple photon 

ionization (1011 W/cm2) and even the evaporation gas 

breakdown (108 – 109 W/cm2) take place. This fact made 

it possible to ignore these losses. Only powder PHM 
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were processed by LR that have high dispersion up to 

the wavelength of applied LR   1.06 m, with the 

result that the reflection was vanishingly small Qr.. The 

magnitude Qg.ej. can also be ignored since the processing 

mode was chosen in such a way that either to exclude 

or significantly reduce its portion. It should be noted as 

well that heat outflow into the substrate made as a 

cylindrical cell was not considered either, since it was 

specially made from reactor high dispersive graphite 

whose thermal conductivity is reduced with increasing 

temperature (at room temperature – 170, and at 

1700К – 51 W / (m  K)) up to Tmel.  2200К. The re-

flection coefficient from the cell walls at applied LR 

wavelength 1060 nm is also minimum, making it possi-

ble to ignore the component. All of this justifies the 

validity of heat balance equation in the form (1). 

The detailed analysis of processes initiated by LR 

on PHM was made earlier [10, 11], where the following 

processes were noted as major: 

 defragmentation (disintegration); 

 extraction of ultra- and nanodispersive gold; 

 agglomeration. 

Despite seeming continuity of these processes they 

are changes of rather differing level. At first stage with 

the help of thermal concentrated  and speedy effect of 

LR it is possible to find aggregates with inclusions of 

ultra- and nanodispersive NMaPs no nuggets inclusion. 

At the second stage the hydrodynamic extraction 

mechanism occurs 0



Vp

t


 , and the motion of 

particles survived in the melt is described by the hy-

drod namic equation: 
0













p
V

t

. Here and further 

the velocity of particle motion is introduced, which is 

generally coincides with the melt front travel velocity–

v  vmel. At the final stage, when the material under-

went transition into a liquid phase state, the surface 

tension dominates, which is corroborated by the for-

mation from the melt structures of spherical shape. 

To carry out more profound analysis let’s write (1) 

in the following way: 
 

 I0A  Кvmel. (Lev. + Lmel. + с(Тmel. – Tmin.mel.)). (2) 
 

Included in (2) is I0 – density of power (intensity) of 

LR, and A is its absorption coefficient. For estimate 

calculations it is adopted in (2) that K is a dimension 

coefficient at which К  vmel.  V   is the melt volume. 

The volume of melted PHM mass per minute is obvi-

ously dependent on the processing velocity of LR (laser 

beam translation). Obviously, the practical processing 

mode of PHM is such at which the beam translation 

velocity will coincide with the ravel velocity of the melt 

wave. The estimate calculations that consider the PHM 

composition and mass fraction of individual averaged 

physical magnitudes provide important for practice 

values of a stationary travel velocity of the melt wave 

deep into the products under processing (vmel.) and the 

melt time of the filling layer (t). So, the estimation of 

vmel. gives 
 

 vmel.  I0A/( Lmel. + C(Тmel. – Tmin.mel.))  300 m/s (3) 
 

which is lower than the averaged sound speed in pro-

cessed products, and this  signifies that non-stationary 

processes in melting products of processing are ruled 

out since vmel.  vs  2  103 м/с. With consideration for 

 – thermal diffusivity averaged for every components 

of the material and lmel. the second important parame-

ter of processing, namely, the melt time of filling layer 

can be determined: 
 

 t  ((lплC(Тmel – Tmin.mel.) / (2I0Lmel.))2 10 – 810 – 6s (4) 
 

This renders pulsed laser processing (with dura-

tions of up to hundredths of microseconds) practical 

and economically sound. 

High travel velocity of the melt wave front in PHM 

under study (3) that have a wide scatter of values for 

Тmel. and L does not exclude the existence of evapora-

tion in laser processing of low-melt compounds. There-

fore, in addition to defragmentation gas-jet mechanism 

for the destruction of the initial compounds becomes 

possible, which was shown in electron microscopical 

study (Fig. 2) of the surface of gold thin film (thickness 

not greater than 1 m) that appears during laser pro-

cessing. At the surface output channels of gas jets with 

diameter within 1 m are clearly seen.  

To explain the extraction processes of dispersed and 

ultradispersed gold that accompany laser processing it 

must be considered that the internal energy of the 

compounds is dictated by both the surface tension en-

ergy of the systems under study and the LR intensity 

(from 60 to 450 W/cm2) at which they undergo transi-

tion to a liquid phase state. 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 – Scan electron-microscopic pattern of the thin gold foil 

surface with marks of gas jet break 

 

a 

b 
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Discuss the role of surface tension in observed phe-

nomena. In a liquid state PHM under study must fol-

low the additive principle (the Antonov law): 12  1 –

 2, where 12, 1, 2 are surface tension of individual 

phases and their compounds. Consider wetting angles 

between the liquid gold and other part of melted mass 

using their electron-microscopic patterns shown in 

Fig. 3. Surface tension of liquid phase heavy concen-

trate 1 (Fig, 3a) was only slightly lower than 2 for the 

melt of agglomerated gold. In this case only partial 

wetting occurred since the wetting angle was slightly 

lower than  / 2 as is seen in Fig. 3a.  
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 – Scan electron pattern of structure for clay (a) and 

heavy concentrate (b) of a gold-bearing sample after laser 

processing 
 

As accompanying phase alumni-silicates make 

themselves evident widely due to their natural occur-

rence in gold-bearing systems, as this was the case for 

most compounds studied including those given further. 

Their surface tension turns out to be significantly lower 

than that of NMaPs. So for laser sinters of high-clayey 

sands with inclusions of ultra- and nanodispersed gold 

(Fig. 3b) the wetting angle found to be dramatically 

greater than  / 2. This follows also from comparing 1 

and 2: 1  2. Comparison of wetting angles for 

heavy concentrate and high-clayey sands provides 

nearly two-fold difference, which correlates with differ-

ence of 1 and 2 for them. It should be noted that vir-

tually for all the systems studied clear-cut interfaces 

between the products of the laser remelt occurred. 

The gold foil thickness in Fig. 2 that forms in ag-

glomeration of ultra- and nanodispersed gold is not 

greater than several microns. By using this parameter 

according to [12] let’s establish the extraction mecha-

nism making choice between two potential mecha-

nisms, namely, thermocapillary and thermal gravita-

tional- capillary mechanisms. It is characteristic that 

both are proportional to the surface tension gradient 

( / x). Dominant role of one or another mechanism 

can be established from the estimate of the value for 

the Bond figure, which equals the ratio of figures of 

Marangoni’s and Raleigh’s and is easily reduced to 

КBond  gh4 / . Here g is the acceleration of gravity;  

is temperature conductivity; h is the layer thickness;  

is the medium surface tension. The estimate of the 

Bond figure with consideration for known values of , g, 

,  and observed experimentally on the foil thickness 

(not greater than several micrometers) turns out to be 

dramatically lower than unity. Thus, one can conclude 

that in laser agglomeration of ultra- and nanodispersed 

gold (may be other NMaPs as well) just thermal capil-

lary mechanism contributes the most. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
 

Thus, in laser processing there is always sequence 

of the above processes, namely, defragmentation (disin-

tegration), extraction of ultra- and nanodispersed gold, 

and laser agglomeration. Agglomeration, the so called 

coalescence, makes it self-evident as the end result of 

the action of surface tension gradient when the motion 

of dispersed and ultradispersed gold particles to the 

surface of melt is accompanied by their uniform ag-

glomeration up to the formation of visible thin foil, as is 

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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